We specialize in creating applications that adapt well to iPhone and Android platforms. These applications are well tested and adhere to the strongest scales of quality. Our company has in fact completed a number of mobile-application-development projects, in the shortest span of time for well-known Korean, Singapore and Vietnamese brands. The attributes of quality, originality and client satisfaction matter the most to us. The thoughts emerge in the minds of our clients, and they come to reality with the work of Verztec Consulting (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.

If you choose our company to develop your project you won’t lose! Our pricing policy is not only reasonable, but also flexible.

Our branch is mostly oriented on:

- Mobile application development
- E-Learning
- Web application development

Our team has great experience in mobile application development, to develop scintillating apps for the end-user.

Our designs are uniquely tailored with the most updated technologies, to meet the tastes and needs of individual classes of customers.

Having a bunch of young minds, whose levels of passion out-crosses the age; we deliver you a result that marks the difference between service and professionalism.
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Web application development is one of the most sought field by the business world since it is applicable right from streamlining business process to communication building.

There is huge demand for web applications like CRM (customer relationship management) which allows the business people to enhance their sales and build long term customer relationship. Apart from enterprise solutions, there are web applications for commercial purpose, games, as well as for education via online.

We develop web applications that are secure and safe over the internet.

Our cloud computing services allows the people to access the application from anywhere at anytime. We adhere to strict coding styles and user interface that are simple and user-friendly. We deliver rich internet applications (RIA) by adapting to quality development methodology.

E-learning exploits interactive technologies and communication systems to improve the learning experience. It has the potential to transform the way we teach and learn across the board. It can raise standards, and widen participation in lifelong learning. It cannot replace teachers and lecturers, but alongside existing methods it can enhance the quality and reach of their teaching, and reduce the time spent on administration. It can enable every learner to achieve his or her potential, and help to build an educational workforce empowered to change. It makes possible a truly ambitious education system for a future learning society.

Reasons Your Business Needs a Mobile Application

   The best thing about the mobile channel is that it gives companies the potential to engage with their customers in real-time, by location and complete with profile information. If done right, you can turn those engaged customers into revenue generating ones. Take for instance Kraft’s iFood Assistant. The application offers over 2000 recipes, many of them using Kraft products with shopping lists, interactive deals and coupon features to incentivize shoppers. The app also includes social sharing capabilities, allowing consumers to share recipes with friends on social networks.

2. Customer service and support.
   Making it simpler and more efficient for your customers to get in touch with your business is another reason to develop a mobile app. This can be done by offering a live chat, a frequently-asked-questions section or a customer support team.

3. Promotion.
   If you sell your products or services online, a mobile app may be an option worth considering. This gives your customers the mobility to do the same things they would traditionally have done sitting at their desks, but on their phones. There are many examples for this in which online retailers have extended their offerings to customers who want to shop on-the-go using their mobile phones. If you’re a service company, you too can capture a larger share of the market, as, for example, Dropbox did.

4. Online Sales.
   Think of creative ways to capture your existing or potential customers’ attention, enhance your offerings, entice people to buy and make it easier for your customer and you’ll reap the results.

If you choose our experience! If you want to develop your mobile application, you won’t forget! Our pricing policy is not only reasonable, but also very cost-effective. It is just a matter of finding the right developer who can create the right mobile application for your business. Our services include a wide range of graphics, including logos and websites.
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Our Projects

Mobile Application

Applevines

Stockmoments

Finding Genius

Jobsribbon
Simply check-in at the local retail mall you are visiting and be updated with the latest promotions and discount offers available. Utilise our map to locate malls or outlets that you are looking for. Download promotional vouchers and use them at participating outlets.

A Revolutionary Shopping and Dining Experience!

- Search for nearby places to shop or dine!
- Locate the nearest outlet of your favourite brand!
- Browse for promotions and download vouchers!
- Redeem vouchers and save!
- Chat and locate friends!
- And many more!

Available on the App Store and Google Play.

Our Projects

Mobile Application

applevines
Breather Cities

Browse for promotions
and download vouchers!

Redeem vouchers
and save!

Chat and locate
friends!

Locate the nearest outlet
of your favourite brand!

Search for nearby
places to shop or dine!

Available on the
App Store and
Google Play.
Upload your photos onto Stockmoments™ using StockCapture! Developed for Stockmoments™ contributors, StockCapture is an app that allows contributors to upload photos taken anywhere, anytime.

Now, everyone may showcase creativity to the world!

What’s more, earn cash when someone buys your photo from Stockmoments™!

1. Take photos and upload onto Stockmoments™ straight from your phone!
2. Select photos from your photo gallery to upload!
3. Add and edit your photo information!
4. Earn cash when someone buys your photo!
5. Free signup!
Application was named “Finding Genius”. Application was built to install into new product of Samsung in ad program. The product of Samsung is a tablet for kid (Samsung Tab 3v). Finding genius application was quiz game app for kid and his family who joined in program. The ad program was conducted in some primary schools in South and North of Vietnam. The questions of quiz game were the content of subjects such as Math, Literature, Biography,... for kid from grade 2 to grade 5 and some questions for his family.

In every primary school they held 2 days: one was trial, one was official program. So the application also would have 2 rounds: trial and mini contest. Trial would have 3 questions for kid to get familiar with the app. The mini contest would be official round, the kid and his family answered the questions and after finish they would know the score which was shown directly in app. And the ranking of all joiners would be updated immediately in server and shown in screen of online web.
The name of the application is Jobsribbon. The ribbon stands for tying things up – to tie people up with flexi work that suits them. It also stands for present/gift box, so in a way we see Jobsribbon as a gift to the world.

It is a location-based application that helps people to find jobs near them. We are looking to focus more on short-term/one-time temp urgent jobs, but welcome all jobs to be posted. Employers can post jobs on the application as well.
Our Projects

Web application

CRCVN

Vintis

Applevines
Verztec Consulting (Vietnam) Co., Ltd.

Vincom Center, Floor 10, 72 Le Thanh Ton Street,
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Tel: +84 8 3936 9359
Fax: +84 8 3936 9360

E-mail: hochiminh@verztec.com

http://www.verztec.com
http://www.verztecmedia.com

Thank you!